
 

 

Regulatory Circular RG13-145 

Date:  November 15, 2013 

To:  Trading Permit Holders 
From:  Business Development Division 
RE:  Limit Order Price Reasonability Checks 
 

This Circular replaces Regulatory Circular RG13-026 
 

This circular announces the price reasonability checks applied to incoming simple and complex limit 
orders.  
 
For simple orders, if a buy order is received with a limit price that is above the currently displayed CBOE 
offer by the amount set forth in the table below, or a sell order is received with a limit price that is below 
the currently displayed CBOE bid by the amount shown below, the order will be routed to the firm’s 
designated booth order management terminal (OMT) for processing.  
 
For complex orders, if a net debit order is received with a limit price that is above the current opposite 
side derived net market by the amount set forth in the table below, or a net credit order is received with a 
limit price that is below the current opposite side derived net market by the amount shown below, the 
order will be routed to the firm’s designated booth OMT for processing.   
 
Simple and complex orders received before a product is in open state (including before a product is re-
opened following a halt) will be checked against the previous trading day’s closing price. For complex 
orders the derived net market will be calculated based on the previous day’s closing price.  Market 
Maker origin (M) and Away Market Maker origin (N) simple and complex orders received pre-open 
(including before a re-open) are excluded from this reasonability check.   
 
Stock-option orders are excluded from this reasonability check.  In addition, immediate-or-cancel orders 
are excluded from this reasonability check except for in classes SPX (which includes the symbols SPX, 
SPXW and SPXQ), SPXPM and SRO.  
 
Ranges are as follows:  
 

Displayed Market or 
Derived Net Market 

Price Check Level A Price Check Level B 

 All Other Classes SPX, SPXpm, SPXQ, SPY, SPY7, 
RUT,OEX, NDX, DJX 

$0.00-$3.00    $0.50 1.00 
$3.01-$10.00  $1.00 2.00 
$10.01-$30.00 $1.50 3.00 
$30.01-$50.00 $2.00 4.00 
$50.00 +           $3.00 6.00 

 
As reflected in the above table, SPX (which includes the symbols SPX, SPXQ and SPXW), SPXpm, 
SPY, SPY7, RUT, OEX, NDX and DJX use Level B values.  All other classes where the reasonability 
check is activated use the Level A values. This reasonability check is currently inactive in class AAPL 
(see Regulatory Circulars RG12-047 and RG13-026). 
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Intraday Adjustment of Reasonability Checks 
Exchange officials may widen or inactivate these price reasonability checks on an intraday basis for one 
or more options series in the interest of maintaining a fair and orderly market. Notification of any such 
intraday changes will be disseminated by the CBOE Help Desk via verbal message to the trading floor, 
order management terminal message to TPH organizations on the floor, and electronic message to 
TPHs that request to receive messages.  
 
Please note that, on any trading day where the front-month E-mini S&P 500 Future (symbol ES/1) is 
trading more than 20 points above or below the previous day’s closing values by 8:00 AM CT, the 
Exchange will adjust all series that have the Level A reasonability check activated to Level B for the day.  
The next day the parameter levels will revert back to Level A unless the E-mini S&P 500 Future is more 
than 20 points above or below the previous day’s closing values by 8:00 AM CT. 
 
Additional Information: 

Questions regarding the operational topics in this circular may be directed to the CBOE Help Desk at 
866-728-2263 or helpdesk@cboe.com.  
 


